Western White Pine
*Pinus monticola*

SIZE AT AGE 150: 120-180 feet tall
2 1/2-3 1/2 feet in diameter

LIFE SPAN: 350 years

NEEDLES: 2-4" long in bundles of 5.

CONES: 6-12" long. Curved when dry.

BARK: Dark gray. Broken into small, square blocks on mature trees.

WHERE TO FIND: At low and middle elevations. Often occurs in mixed forests, and occasionally in almost pure stands.

PRODUCTS: Western White Pine, or, Idaho white pine, is used in cabinetmaking, furniture, interior finishes, woodenware, matches and lumber. It is the most valuable softwood lumber in North America and is used extensively for interior trim, window sashes, door frames and for intricate carpentry.